This study evaluated whether music-induced aesthetic ''chill" responses, which typically correspond to peak emotional experiences, can be objectively monitored by degree of pupillary dilation. Participants listened to self-chosen songs versus control songs chosen by other participants. The experiment included an active condition where participants made key presses to indicate when experiencing chills and a passive condition (without key presses). Chills were reported more frequently for self-selected songs than control songs. Pupil diameter was concurrently measured by an eye-tracker while participants listened to each of the songs. Pupil size was larger within specific time-windows around the chill events, as monitored by key responses, than in comparison to pupil size observed during 'passive' song listening. In addition, there was a clear relationship between pupil diameter within the chills-related time-windows during both active and passive conditions, thus ruling out the possibility that chills-related pupil dilations were an artifact of making a manual response. These findings strongly suggest that music chills can be visible in the moment-to-moment changes in the size of pupillary responses and that a neuromodulatory role of the central norepinephrine system is thereby implicated in this phenomenon.
1. Introduction
Music chills
Strong affective experiences when listening to music is a common aesthetic phenomenon, characterized by positive feelings that tend to reach peak intensity at precise moments during musical listening of familiar, especially favorite, musical pieces. What seems common to the various descriptions given to these phenomena is (a) a cognitive state of intense absorption and full focus or concentration on the relevant musical events (Bicknell, 2009; Gabrielsson, 2011) ; (b) an intense ''peak" of pleasure and rapture, a personal ''merging" into the musical moment (Benzon, 2001; Sloboda, 1991) ; and crucially, (c) such strong music-induced experiences can often have a ''bodily" component that has been referred to as feeling ''chills" or ''thrills" at specific moments during the musical auditory stream (Harrison & Loui, 2014; Huron, 2007; Konečni, 2008; Panksepp, 1995; Scherer, Zentner, & Schacht, 2002) . In other words, dramatic affective feelings commonly occur in association with emotional and attentional state changes and these can lead to dramatic sensations and physical expressions. Among the most dramatic affective sensations, with potential physical expressions, are the chilling, gooseflesh type of skin sensations, at times accompanied by weeping or moistness of eyes, feeling cold and shivering, dry mouth, piloerection on the arms, heart racing and breathing changes, with feelings of pressure over the chest, sighing, stomach feelings (Gabrielsson, 2011; Goldstein, 1980; Lowis, 1998) . In addition, people report stillness and muscular tension in various parts of the body (e.g., trembles, quivers, shivers down the neck, tingles in the spine and back that may spread down the limbs and body) or the face (e.g., a still expression, tension of the jaw, ecstatic smiling, laughter, etc.). The specific type of sensations and expressions may vary remarkably between persons but for each individual these can be consistently elicited by particular musical pieces (e.g., favorite songs), often at specific key moments. Although sad selections typically evoke more chills than happy music (Panksepp, 1995) , it is clear that diverse types of music can evoke the response.
It currently remains unclear which musical affect-modulating elements can evoke ''chills" and whether these could be universal to all individuals and musical genres. A few studies (e.g., Gabrielsson, 2011; Grewe, Nagel, Kopiez, & Altenmüller, 2007; Sloboda, 1991) suggest that the acoustic and musical structural elements that are typically related to chills may include: the beginning of a piece, entry of instrumental or human voice, sound volume and dynamic changes in loudness (e.g., a fortissimo, crescendo), melodic appoggiaturas, a particular theme or motive, sudden harmonic changes, acceleration in tempo, changes in rhythm or syncopation, voice contrasts, melodic resolutions and sustained high-pitch tones of instrumental solos or of voice. One example (by David Huron, 2007, p. 25 ) is a memorable moment in Beethoven's ''Ode to Joy", where one of the musical phrases abruptly begins half a beat early, which can typically evoke instant and intense pleasure in many Beethoven's aficionados. Although chills seem to be experienced in relation to specific and identifiable musical patterns, their occurrence and frequency seems to strongly depend on musical preferences, listening situations (e.g., at home, theater, church, outdoors, headphones, etc.) and perhaps even personality traits of the listeners.
Surprisingly, despite chills being a common response among music listeners (Goldstein, 1980; Lowis, 1998) , such intense experiences have infrequently been the focus of music psychology research, possibly because in most experiments investigators have pre-selected the musical pieces used as target stimuli, thereby reducing the likelihood that a specific participant's most-moving selections would be included in any particular study (Carter, Wilson, Lawson, & Bulik, 1995) . In a large survey of American college students' responses to music, Panksepp (1995) found that musical selections that were most capable to evoking chills were those that individuals had self-selected than those selected by other individuals, suggesting that individual's personal relationship to musical pieces was an important variable. Subsequent studies have confirmed that people react more strongly to music that they are familiar with than unknown music (e.g., Harrison & Loui, 2014; Nusbaum et al., 2014; Rickard, 2004) . Still, it is clear that also passively listening to unfamiliar instrumental music can evoke strong positive feelings and brain changes (Brown, Martinez, & Parsons, 2004) . Clearly, music has the capacity to automatically evoke not only strong feelings, but various bodily changes, one of the most cherished being the ''chills" that seem to reflect peak emotional experiences.
Pupillary responses
Since emotional arousals are routinely accompanied by autonomic nervous system changes, we wondered if peak emotional experiences of music, such as chills, could be effectively monitored by pupillary dilation. We specifically selected this measure since it has been demonstrated that degree of pupillary dilation follows the neuronal firing pattern of on key noradrenergic nucleus of the brain stem, namely the locus coeruleus, whose activity tracks pupillary dilation remarkably accurately (Gilzenrat, Nieuwenhuis, Jepma, & Cohen, 2010) . Thus, our present aim here was to determine whether pupil diameter, which has been little investigated in relation to music and, in particular, the occurrence of intense responses to music, can provide a particularly relevant and possibly universally-applicable measurement of intense emotional responses to music (but please note, that as this paper was being written, Kang and Wheatley (2015) reported that pupillary dilation could be used to identify which of two musical piece was the focus of conscious attention during concurrent dichotic music listening). Changes in pupil diameter are spontaneous physiological responses, with psychological meaning, that can be observed independently of subjective reports. Although changes in pupillary diameter have the main biological function of regulating that an optimal amount of light energy stimulating the eyes' photoreceptors, it is well established that the pupil diameters also change (in small amounts) in relation to internal factors (like interest, and other aspects of mental processing) in the absence of changes in light stimulation (Loewenfeld, 1999) . Nowadays, very small pupillary changes (e.g., hundredths of a millimeter) are easy to measure, in a quantitatively highly precise manner, by use of modern videocamera-based eyetrackers.
Thus, there are at least three theoretically-grounded reasons for investigating pupil responses in relation to the phenomenology of intense responses to music: (1) attentional processing: the pupil is a sensitive measure of the allocation of attentional resources and focusing of consciousness, which are all cognitive elements that strongly characterize the music chills experience; (2) emotional/aesthetic processing: the eye pupil is sensitive to emotional engagement, in particular to the ''arousal" aspect of affective experience (ever since Hess & Polt, 1960) ; indeed, a key element of the response to art in general, and music in particular, is an intense emotional response; (3) neural/neurophysiological processing: neurophysiological accounts of intense response to music have specifically implicated distinct modulatory systems of the brain as being highly related and possibly playing a causal role in the response (see Koelsch, 2015; Koelsch et al., 2015) .
Attention and pupils
With regards to attentional processing: one core aspect of music chills, stressed in nearly all studies, is the presence of a strong engagement of attention during the experiences: Increased focus and concentration, to the point of merging into the music, with loss of attention/awareness for other stimuli than the music itself (Benzon, 2001) . Indeed, music is an ''art of time" and musical pieces are temporal gestalts that demand continuous and continued attention which, during the strongest experiences, can become total absorption (Bicknell, 2009, p.107, 115) . As David Huron (2007, p. 9 ) points out, recruitments of both arousal and attention (i.e., of the ''intensive" and ''selective" aspects of attention; cf. Kahneman, 1973) , during the mental-bodily preparations that during listening track musically-induced passions continuously, are revealed as mental/ bodily ''tension" but also very specifically as pupil dilations and perhaps focus of gaze.
More generally, dilation of the pupil can be observed with every increase of attention by mental processes of all kinds (Goldwater, 1972) . As a journalist wrote in the magazine The Scientist (December 6, 2012) in an interview with Daniel Kahneman: ''What do an orgasm, a multiplication problem and a photo of a dead body have in common?" According to Kahneman's view, all of these strongly grab our attention (despite their very different effects on our feelings). The term ''mental effort", as proposed by Kahneman (1973 Kahneman ( , 2011 Kahneman, Tursky, Shapiro, & Crider, 1969) , refers to this ''intensity" dimension of mental processing and it is proposed to be related to the moment-by-moment consumption of the available processing resources (see also Just & Carpenter, 1993; Just, Carpenter, & Miyake, 2003) . Crucially, pupillary dilations may be the best ''simple" physiological index available of mental effort or cognitive workload (Kahneman, 1973 (Kahneman, , 2011 . For example, Kahneman and Beatty (1966) measured pupil dilations as participants performed a digit-span task (i.e., holding in mind an increasing string of numbers, as when trying to remember a telephone number) and reported a gradual increase in pupil diameter as the digits were presented, before the pupil steadily decreased back to baseline diameter as the digits were reported and no longer had to be kept in working memory. Laeng, Ørbo, Holmlund, and Miozzo (2011) measured pupillary changes during the classic colored-words Stroop task and found that the size of the pupils were directly proportional to the increases/decreases in response times of the interfering versus facilitatory conditions. Changes in pupil diameter appear to be sensitive even to small changes in load on attentional capacity, since simply detecting the appearance of a target stimulus leads to a measurable pupillary dilation (Privitera, Renninger, Carney, Klein, & Aguilar, 2010) ; typically, the presentation of an irrelevant visual or auditory distractor results in no pupillary change (Beatty, 1982) .
Remarkably, during binocular rivalry situations, where stimuli differing in brightness are separately but simultaneously presented to each eye, the size of the pupils appear to reflect which of the stimuli dominates awareness, since they constrict more when the observer reports being aware of the brighter stimulus relatively to when the darker stimulus dominates perception (Fahle, Stemmler, & Spang, 2010; Naber, Frassle, & Einhauser, 2011) . In a study of alternating perceptions of bistable stimuli (e.g., the Necker cube), Einhäuser, Stout, Koch, and Carter (2008) found that pupils began to dilate slightly earlier (about 500 ms) than the time the participants signaled by a key press that a perceptual ''switch" had occurred; such a dilation peaked a few hundred milliseconds after the manual response. The above evidence suggests that pupillary responses can provide an easily observable signal of the moment in which an event becomes prominent to awareness while alternative events are consigned to a negligible status (e.g., Zylberberg, Oliva, & Sigman, 2012) .
In the specific case of music listening, Kang and Wheatley (2015) have used pupillometry while several musical clips were played dichotically (i.e., two clips played simultaneously, one in each ear; cf. Dowling, 1973) to participants, who were requested to attend to only one ear (i.e., musical piece). The temporal pattern of pupil dilation dynamics was then used to discriminate which piece of music was consciously attended on each dichotic trial; by using deconvolving analysis methods (typically used in neuroimaging) on the pupillary data, Kang & Wheatley could show that these pupillary responses matched real-time changes in stimulus salience. Thus, pupil responses can reflect the focusing of attention and current awareness to specific music and to specific points within the musical piece.
Aesthetic emotions and pupils
An additional reason (2) for expecting the pupil's diameter to provide a window onto the phenomenology and physiology of chills derives from research on emotional and aesthetic processing that confirms a close relationship between changes in pupil diameter and emotional arousal (Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004) . Some of the studies that launched pupillometry within psychology were about emotional reactions to sexually-stimulating events, e.g. photo nudes of women and men (Hess & Polt, 1960; Nunnally, Knott, Duchnowski, & Parker, 1967; Peavler & McLaughlin, 1974) . Pupillary dilations to these sexually-relevant stimuli are potent and they can be maintained for protracted periods of time (e.g., Dabbs, 1997; White & Maltzman, 1978) ; for example, imagining erotic situations seems able to evoke in women pupillary dilations that are equal to 30-40% of size in a rest condition (Whipple, Ogden, & Komisaruk, 1992) . It is important to point out that pupillary reactions constitute an ''honest signal" of internal states, since they reveal entirely spontaneous processes that people are not able to control themselves (Laeng, Sirois, & Gredeback, 2012; Loewenfeld, 1999) . In fact, it is remarkable that the pupils' diameters cannot be modified at will (for a recent demonstration of the lack of voluntary control on pupil size, see Laeng & Sulutvedt, 2014) , differently from other oculomotor parameters like gaze fixations or eye blinks.
In terms of the underlying neurophysiology, pupillary responses to emotional stimuli, whether positive or negative (e.g., the perception of threat and related bodily expressions of fear or ''startle") are the result of sympathetic autonomous nervous system (ANS) engagement and simultaneous excitatory and inhibitory commands to two opposing smooth muscles of the iris, the dilator pupillae, innervated by the sympathetic branch of ANS, and sphincter (constrictor) pupillae, innervated by its parasympathetic branch. Specifically, pupillary dilations evoked by psychologically relevant stimuli, i.e. not to changes in light per se, are typically the result of a neural inhibitory mechanism on the parasympathetic oculomotor complex (e.g. Steinhauer, Siegle, Condray, & Pless, 2004) or Edinger-Westphal nucleus by the locus coeruleus (LC) which is the brain's hub of the noradrenergic or norepinephrine (NE) neuromodulatory system (Samuels & Szabadi, 2008; Szabadi, 2012; Wilhelm, Wilhelm, & Lüdtke, 1999) . The enlargement of the pupil during some intense emotional responses, during the startle response or fear, are thought play an adaptive role in increasing the ability to monitor a wider visual area and detect effectively potential threats (cf., Lee, Susskind, & Anderson, 2013; Susskind et al., 2008) .
Remarkably, music of every genre is well-known to be able to evoke emotions (e.g., Zentner, Gandjean, & Scherer, 2008) and several studies have shown that the autonomic system is very reactive to musical stimulation (see Gabrielsson, 2011 , for a review). In general, emotional stimuli are powerful in evoking pupillary dilations in proportion to their intensity though not their valence (Janisse, 1974; Partala & Surakka, 2003; Vanderhasselt, Remue, Ng, & De Raedt, 2014) . A study by Salimpoor, Benovoy, Longo, Cooperstock, and Zatorre (2009) specifically indicated that music chills were related to several bodily changes indicative of emotional arousal as mediated by sympathetic nervous system activity. Their participants made real-time key presses to point out the time they experienced chills and the analyses of the concurrent physiological measures revealed that heart rate, respiration rate, electrodermal activity, skin temperature, and pulse all showed a gradual rise in arousal during the chills and these were greater magnitude than those related to ratings of 'high pleasure'. These findings suggest that bodily chills are typically experienced at the climax of the pleasurable responses and that they are perceived and reported as a different, stronger, response than the generic positive feeling towards the music. Importantly, individuals who did not experience either pleasure or chills showed no significant increases in physiological arousal. Pupillometry studies of people's reaction to art objects confirm the presence of pupillary dilation to the most interesting or highest-rated stimuli (Blackburn & Schirillo, 2012; Kuchinke, Trapp, Jacobs, & Leder, 2009; Powell & Schirillo, 2011) ; for example, Johnson, Muday, and Schirillo (2010) showed various renditions of Mondrian paintings and found that aesthetic preferences correlated with pupil size. Psychological theories of aesthetic responses point to a key role of violations and confirmations of expectations or anticipation and surprise in evoking feelings while experiencing the art object (Berlyne, 1971 (Berlyne, , 1974 , especially so for music (Huron & Margulis, 2011; Jourdain, 1997; Meyer, 1956) . Hare (1974) found that auditory patterns varying in uncertainty were positively related to ratings of interestingness. The pupillometry literature indicates that, in general, changes in pupil size are strongly related to ''surprise" (Kloosterman et al., 2015; Preuschoff, Hart, & Einhäuser, 2011) as well as to anticipations and outcomes of either expected or unexpected rewarding events (Lavín et al., 2014; Nassar et al., 2012) .
Neuroscience of the pupillary responses
A final reason for measuring pupil diameter in relation to chills is that it provides a window onto the specific neural or neurophysiological processing substrate that mediates intense responses to music. Neuroimaging research has often focused on the rewarding aspects of music listening and emotional arousal. In a seminal study by Blood and Zatorre (2001) , participants listened to self-selected songs that were able to evoke chills while their brain's activity was scanned with MRI. As expected, participants experienced chills when listening to their own music choices and not when they listened to control songs. During chills, blood flow increased in the brain regions that, in several neuroimaging studies, have been most associated with reward, emotion, and arousal (e.g., ventral striatum, dorsomedial midbrain, amygdala, hippocampus, cortex and orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex). Although other ''euphoric" stimuli, such as food, sex and drugs, can yield similar changes in these same areas and therefore a specific brain response to music-related emotions has not been identified yet, Blood and Zatorre speculated that chills-inducing music may engage the dopaminergic system-based expectation or ''wanting" system of the brain (cf. Berridge & Robinson, 1995) . The same research group also used positron emission tomography (PET), while participants rated their chills by button presses when experiencing them during listening of self-selected music (Salimpoor, Benovoy, Larcher, Dagher, & Zatorre, 2011) , which revealed endogenous dopamine release in the striatum during the chills. Another PET study by Brown et al. (2004) during passive music listening found activation of the ventral striatum associated with pleasant feelings. Hence, these findings suggest that spontaneous positive responses to music are capable to elicit changes in activity of several limbic areas (see also Menon & Levitin, 2005) .
However, there are also good grounds to believe that, beside the dopaminergic system, other neural networks and hormonal modulatory systems of the brain may play a key role in the emotional response to music and, in particular, during chills. A particularly relevant system that can be indirectly monitored via the size of the eye pupil is a specific ''arousal" system of the brain based on the neuromodulator NorEpinephrine (NE); this in turn implicates the Locus Coeruleus (LC), i.e. the main brain's hub of NE. Despite the NE-LC system has being little studied in relation to music there are suggestions that it constitutes a crucial cerebral mechanism supporting the experience of ''chilling" music. To our knowledge, at least one neuroscience account, by Panksepp and colleagues, has suggested a role for increased NE turnover during music listening, since they proposed that focused music listening is bound to interact with generalized arousal control systems, as those based on NE or serotonin or prolactin (Huron, 2007) for regulating emotions, as well as the systems centered on mesolimbic and mesocortical dopamine (DA) circuits (Ikemoto & Panksepp, 1999) and on the endogenous opiate system (Goldstein, 1980) . A study by Bernatzky et al. (2011) showed that birds (i.e., young chicks) listening, for 30 min in the morning and 30 in the afternoon, to modulated wide-band instrumental music showed significant elevations in NE levels (%400%) and Monohydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG; a major NE metabolite) in whole-brain neurochemical analyses. Similarly but to a lower extent DA levels were increased (%200%). There were no changes in brain levels of serotonin (5-HT). This animal study indicates that stimulation with music has quite powerful effects on the NE turnover of, at least, the developing avian brain. The independent fact that the same music-playing regime can have positive effects as a treatment of autistic children (i.e., ''auditory integration training" or AIT; Rimland & Edelson, 1995) could be accounted for by similar promoting effects on certain brain neurochemicals, in particular NE, which -as discussed earlier -may promote attention by amplifying signalto-noise processing in sensory-perceptual channels as well as promoting emotionality in general. A study with healthy participants by Beanland, Allen, and Pammer (2011) showed that listening to music while performing a visual task can improve visual awareness and attentional focus and reduce inattentional blindness.
A role of the NE system for pupil reactions to music also makes sense in the light of the fact that the LC has dense reciprocal connections with brain areas known to be involved in attention processing and utility decisions (e.g., anterior cingulate cortex; parietal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, pulvinar nucleus, superior colliculus; Sara, 2009 ). In addition, the LC modulates the operations of the neural circuitry that controls the muscles of the iris in mammals (see Samuels & Szabadi, 2008) , although it remains unclear whether it accomplishes this either directly or indirectly in primates (Costa & Rudebeck, 2016) . What is crucial is that the neurophysiological evidence points to a tight correlation between spontaneous changes in pupil size that are unrelated to light stimulation and activity in neurons of the LC (e.g., as shown using in vivo singlecell recording and stimulating technique in monkeys by Joshi, Li, Kalwani, & Gold, 2016; Rajkowski, Majczynski, Clayton, & Aston-Jones, 2004) . The existence of such a relationship allows obtaining from the measurement of pupil size a reliable ''read out" (Costa & Rudebeck, 2016) of the specific physiological arousal controlled by the NE-LC system (see also Gilzenrat et al., 2010; Koss, 1986) . Interestingly, some models of the modulatory action of norepinephrine in the brain suggest a specific role for signaling uncertainty or violations of expectations when anticipating outcomes (e.g., PayzanLeNestour, Dunne, Bossaerts, & O'Doherty, 2013; Yu & Dayan, 2005) . We surmise that the cognitive and emotional evaluation of aesthetic stimuli, like music, might then recruit the above physiological mechanisms and be in turn expressed in visible changes of the diameter of the pupils.
In addition to the animal studies, neuroimaging (fMRI) studies with humans support the connection between activity in the locus coeruleus and pupillary change: By using a parametric task of divided attention (i.e., multiple object tracking), where the cognitive load is controlled stepwise by the number of targets to be attentively tracked while these move erratically on the computer screen, Alnaes et al. (2014) found that LC activation in the fMRI signal was predicted by the individuals' changes in pupil size to attentional load. The pupil measure was hypothesized, following Kahneman's (1973 Kahneman's ( , 2011 account, to provide a direct index of ''mental effort". Evidence from other fMRI studies concurs in showing that challenging or effortful tasks can strongly engage the human LC (Murphy, O'Connell, O'Sullivan, Robertson, & Balsters, 2014; Raizada & Poldrack, 2008) and pupillometry studies with animals (e.g., monkeys) confirm that pupil size correlates with cognitive workload (e.g., Hampson, Opris, & Deadwyler, 2010) .
Although we have discussed each of the above three aspects independently, they seem to be closely interrelated, since emotion/motivation also guides attentional focus and components of the neural networks (e.g., the anterior cingulate cortex, locus coeruleus) that support attentional control (e.g., cognitive workload) and utility decisions (e.g., exploitation or exploration; Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) do overlap to a considerable extent. In fact both light-unrelated pupillary changes and humans' music-related cognition are complex phenomena which result from the interaction of several, seemingly-unrelated, biological causes and evolutionary histories leading to the present-day humans' response and creation of music (e.g., Brown, 2000; Huron, 2011; Miller, 2000; Mithen, 2005 ).
The present study
One goal of the present study was to obtain empirical evidence that intense music experiences or chills become ''visible" as event-related pupillary dilations. At least one previous study (Gingras, Marin, Puig-Waldmüller, & Fitch, 2015) has directly revealed a link between music-elicited arousal and pupil diameter, by first collecting from a group of judges their subjective ratings of music-induced felt arousal or tension for several classical music excerpts and, later, measured pupillary responses evoked by the same excerpts in another group of participants. Although this evidence strengthens the idea that the pupil can be used as a ''read out" of strong musical experience, no study as yet explored its specific response to music chills.
Using self-selected songs to study chills seems very important to directly address the question, given the highly idiosyncratic preferences of music listeners. Hence, for the present study, we asked our participants to provide us, before the actual experiment, with names of artists and titles of 3 musical pieces, hereafter generally referred as ''songs". We obtained MP3 versions of these songs that we could play in the lab, via headphones, while they kept their eyes open onto a blank grey screen and gaze was monitored by an eye-tracker. In addition, we played 3 control songs to each participant (i.e., the 3 songs selected by another of the participants, matched by sex and age) so as to assess how chills depend on musical preference more than on a person's generic propensity to react intensively to musical stimuli. We expected that people would experience chills to their ''own" songs to a greater extent (even in the ''social vacuum" of the laboratory situation; cf. Konečni, 1982) than to songs preferred by other people.
In the present study, participants sat in front of an eye-tracker and were instructed to keep their eyes open while listening to music onto a blank computer screen of light grey color. Using the eye-tracker allowed the monitoring of moment-bymoment changes in pupil size (i.e., pupillometry) as well as the collection of additional potentially-relevant oculomotor measures, like the amount of eye-blinks and gaze restlessness. All participants were tested in two blocked conditions within a same session: (a) in an ''active" condition where participants indicated the moment of experiencing chills by key presses (e.g., Lowis, 1998; Waterman, 1996) ; and (b) a ''passive" listening condition of the same songs where participants simply listened without any manual response. The reason for including the latter condition in the experiment was to confirm that pupillary reactions occur spontaneously to the music, at the moments in which chills are usually experienced, and that they are not entirely dependent on having to provide an immediate report or behavior.
The main hypotheses/predictions of the current study were the following: (a) pupils would significantly dilate around the time (±1 s) participants indicated in the active condition that they experienced a chill; (b) similar pupillary changes should occur during the passive listening condition within the same time frames (identified in the active condition). However, we would also expect that (c) the active condition would further amplify the pupillary (dilation) response for two -possibly cooccurring -reasons: (1) requesting to perform key presses during the time of the chill makes a motor response relevant and imposes demands on the participant to make a decision, making more likely to elicit a highly focused attentive state onto the chill-inducing musical passages, also facilitating ''dwelling" on the experiences and fully feeling them (Moresi et al., 2008; Simpson, 1969; Van der Molen, Boomsma, Jennings, & Nieuwboer, 1989) . However, (2) the programming and execution of an overt response (e.g., a key press) could itself have an effect on the attentive/arousal system, which could show up as a momentary increased dilation (Simpson, 1969; Simpson & Climan, 1969) . Nevertheless, it seems clear that pupil responses cannot be entirely accounted by the simple fact of preparing or making responses, since pupil diameters are typically greater for correct than incorrect responses (both of which are typically expressed in the same motor behavior) and they can occur at the time a target is presented despite no response is required (e.g., Kahneman & Peavler, 1969; Paulsen & Laeng, 2006) .
If the predictions stated above were to be confirmed, our findings would strongly support the conclusion that music chills not only lead to an easily observable physiological effect but that this can be specifically linked to the engagement of a specific system of the brain (the LC-NE). Additional hypotheses were made about the presence or level of other variables that can be measured with the eye-tracker, like the frequency of eye blinks, the degree of gaze dispersion or stillness. Regarding eye blinks, a few studies have indicated a connection between eye blink frequency and the engagement of other neurotransmitter systems like acetylcholine (e.g., Nakano, Kuriyama, Himichi, & Nomura, 2015) and dopamine (especially in relation to positive aesthetic responses; e.g., Carson, 1983; Colzato, van den Wildenberg, van Wouwe, Pannebakker, & Hommel, 2009) . Although eye blinks have the main biological function of keeping the eye's surface moist and clean of irritants, it is also clear that their frequency tends to be related to the timing of meaningful temporal events. Eye blinks increase with cognitive load (Oh, Han, Peterson, & Jeong, 2012) and they take place at a higher rate either during a salient event (whether external or internal, like a thought) or right after the event is concluded and a new temporal event is about to begin (Smilek, Carriere, & Cheyne, 2010) . Like ''cuts" of a ''mental movie" eye blinks tend also to occur at the same time points in groups of people during the viewing of a film (Nakano, Yamamoto, Kitajo, Takahashi, & Kitazawa, 2009; cf. Murch, 2001 ).
We also expected that when listening to self-selected, chill-inducing, songs there would be lowered body motility including reduced eye movements (i.e., the oculomotor analogue of tension of posture) compared to the control songs (cf. Gruhn et al., 2016) . Many previous descriptive studies of music chills' experiences have mentioned stillness and muscular tension in various parts of the body or face (e.g., a frozen expression); a ''chilling" of bodily movements seems also indicative of attentive immersion and deep focus into the internal experience.
Finally, we hypothesized that the strength of specific personality traits would modulate the tendency to experience music chills more/less often or more intensively. A previous study by Silvia and Nusbaum (2011) used the Big Five domains and found that ''Openness" was the strongest predictor for the occurrence of the chill experience during musical listening. Openness also predicted the relevance of music in someone's life, like the number of hours per day they listened to music or playing an instrument. In the present study, we requested participants to fill out the Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales (ANPS) by Davis and Panksepp (2011) . This scale seems particularly relevant for the present purpose since it was specifically designed to address the potential primary-process brain emotional system foundations of personality. The underlying view is that the personality dimensions identified by ANPS correspond to primal emotions identified by cross-species affective neuroscience research. However, the inclusion in ANPS of a ''Spirituality" scale acknowledges the importance of this factor as one of the highest human emotions and so often linked to intense emotional (ecstatic) responses to music.
Methods

Participants
There was a total of 52 volunteer participants (mean age = 31.98; range = 21-59) that completed the experiment, which included 24 males (mean age = 33.04; range = 23-59) and 28 females (mean age = 31.07; range = 21-57) with normal eyesight or corrected to normal (by contact lenses). Participants were recruited among students and staff at the University of Oslo. Two participants were excluded from the oculometric analyses because of poor pupil calibration. All participants signed a written informed consent before taking part in the experiment.
Materials and apparatus
At the beginning of the experiment, all participants filled out an online questionnaire and a checklist about their experiences with chills that was based on previous research literature on the topic (e.g., Panksepp, 1995) . All participants read the following text (either in the English or Norwegian version): ''Many people experience when they listen to some music an intense peak of pleasure, like a rapture and total absorption or focus in the musical moment. These feelings can also result in felt bodily reactions that may vary remarkably from person to person but that tend to reach peak intensity at precise moments during the musical listening. These reactions can include weeping and/or skin sensations, like goose bumps or ''chills" or ''thrills", and changes in the muscles of the body (e.g., shivers down the neck and back that may spread down the limbs and envelope one's body) as well as in the muscles of the face (like a flow of relaxation). Some individuals can also feel their heartbeat change. One may feel merging into the music. Below we ask some specific questions in order to understand the extent and frequency of your own experiences while listening to music that particularly ''moves" you emotionally." Table 1 shows the prevalence among our participants of specific physical experiences during intense emotion to music. Before the actual experiment, each participant had been requested to choose three ''songs" (but instrumental musical pieces were also allowed) that they knew would be likely to evoke chills in one form or another. Specifically, participants read the following and provided answers in writing: ''We would like you to think about 3 musical pieces (e.g., a pop/rock song, a jazz ballad or a solo, a piano/violin sonata; you-name-it. . .) that you know are most effective, and can move you powerfully to the point of obtaining some of the peak experiences or ''chills" that we described above. Please write the name of the musician/s and the song's title (if possible, please provide the address/link to the song/piece available on YouTube)."
Given that each of the 52 participants chose three musical pieces and, remarkably, there were no overlap between participants' choices we obtained 156 pieces as stimuli. Musical taste varied widely among participants and many different genres were represented, namely: Blues, Jazz, Classical, Pop, Soul, Hip Hop, Rap, Funk, Folk, R&B, Rock, Metal, Punk, Indie, Folk, Ambient, Trance, Electronica, etc. Both the self-selected songs and controls songs were played in full from beginning to end. To keep a testing session within a practical time frame, all participants were asked to choose musical pieces that lasted for a maximum of five minutes. The control songs consisted of three ''songs" chosen as chill-inducing by another participant, who was matched by sex and age. Thus, the ''yoked" participant's songs constituted control songs for the other participant in the pair and participants outside each matched pair not only differed in terms of the self-selected experimental songs but also of the control songs they would listen. All participants told the experimenter at debriefing that their control songs were something they would have not selected, confirming that they were well suited as control songs. Listening to the self-selected 3 musical pieces and 3 more pieces selected by a match participant (12 listening trials in total, half in the active and half in the passive condition) seemed to constitute a sufficient number of trials for each participant, since a larger number would have likely resulted in fatigue and lack of concentration. All participants used a pair of headphones (Philips SBC HP840) and listened to the music pieces in stereo. Each participant was allowed to adjust the sound volume at the start of the experiment to a comfortable level. Testing took place at various times during the day, at each participant's convenience, beginning as early as 9:00 am and as late as 10:00 pm and also during weekends. Most participants found convenient to be tested in the afternoon.
The eye-tracking data were recorded with a Remote Eye Tracking Device (RED) built by SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI), Germany. The eye movements, fixations and pupillary responses were collected with I-View Software (SMI). The pupil diameter of both eyes was measured at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. The RED can operate at a distance of 0.5-1.5 m. This device has two sources of infrared light from an infrared light sensitive video camera, placed under the monitor frame. According to SMI, the RED system can detect changes as small as 0.004 mm. To optimize the recordings, participants were asked not to use their prescription glasses. During the experiment, participants looked directly into a flat DELL LCD monitor, with a screen resolution of 1680 Â 1050. Participants could give responses, during the active listening condition, by pressing a key on the PC's keyboard, placed in front of the participant. Analyses of recordings were computed using the BeGaze software from SMI, statistical software Microsoft Ò Excel, PASW Ò Statistics and Statview Software.
Procedure
Participants were tested with the same eye-tracking equipment at the Cognitive laboratory in the Department of Psychology, University of Oslo. Testing took place in a windowless room with illumination kept at a constant level for the whole study. The lab room has a constant temperature and humidity (22°C and 35%) controlled by forced ventilation. The door of the testing room was kept shut and no external noises were audible during the listening sessions. A session started with a standard 4-point eye calibration procedure. The experimenter was present in the room throughout the whole session. Participants were requested to keep their head still during the experiment and their eyes open at all times towards the screen. It was stressed that one should not look outside of the screen area (e.g., look at the keyboard or ceiling). A black fixation circle was shown in the middle of the screen to facilitate anchoring gaze but no fixation on the circle was required. The color used as background was a uniform and constant neutral grey color (pixels' RGB = 166,166,166), also inside the circle. Participants were requested to keep their eyes open while listening, except for short eye blinks. Each participant was matched with another person of the same sex and similar age (i.e., ±2 years). Since each ''pair" of participants heard their own songs as chill-inducing ''experimental songs" and the other person's songs as ''control songs", every participant listened to six different songs, twice each, making a total of 12 trials. The session began with an instruction slide and each trial was preceded by a slide with the message to ''press the spacebar to play the next song". Each session began with one of the chosen experimental songs played first, followed by a control song, interleaving every other experimental song to the next control song. Specifically, each of the three pieces selected by each participant were given a random order and this same order was also repeated for the matched control participant. There were two conditions of music listening: (a) A passive condition, where the participant just listened to the songs with the eyes open; and (b) an active condition, where the same participant was asked to press the C key every time he/she experienced a Chill. The order of the passive/active condition was counterbalanced, alternating which was first, among participants to control for order effects. Midway the two conditions, participants were offered to take a break. The length of testing was different for each participant, simply due to the length of their chosen songs. All participants could choose a gift (candy, etc.) after testing, as symbolic compensation for their participation.
Results
Chills' frequency
Remarkably, according to our questionnaire, every participant had experienced chills in some form and reported having experienced at least one of the features contained in our broad definition of music chills. However, one participant failed to press the key during the whole listening session; thus indicating the absence of any chill experiences in our laboratory environment, despite the use of self-selected musical pieces. The number of chills reported during the active Listening Condition (by each participant for each song and each condition were counted for each combination of Chills (-inducing songs, control songs) and Songs (in order they were played, i.e.; Song1, Song2, Song3) for each participant. A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with the above mentioned within-subject factors and Number of Chills as the dependent variable. There was a significant main effect of the Chills condition, F(1, 51) = 28.9, p < 0.0001. Self-selected songs, chosen as chills-inducing, generated a much higher frequency of Chills (a fivefold difference on average) than the control songs (i.e., the songs chosen by the matched participant), thus confirming the highly idiosyncratic nature of music chills. We found also a main effect of Songs, which was essentially explained, according to post hoc tests by Song 1 (M = 10.03, SD = 17.55) evoking more chills than all the other Chills songs as well as the controls songs. As visible in Fig. 1 , there was a clear reduction of the Chills with repeated musical listening, possibly indicating the presence of a habituation effect or emotional depletion over time. There was also a significant interaction effect between Songs and Chills, as the number of chills decreased from the first presented Song 1 to the last one, Song 3, but only for the Chills songs, F(2, 102) = 7.72, p = 0.0008, whereas the chills' rate remained low for the control songs.
Pupils' change
For an analysis of pupil responses around the time of occurrence of individual chills to be meaningful, it is necessary to analyze results from those participants that did report experiencing chills in all of the Chill-inducing songs that were tested. Hence, we excluded from analyses those participants who failed to press the key indicating an experience of Chills for at least three times during each song. In addition, six participants were excluded because of occasionally pressing the C key also during the passive condition. These criteria resulted excluding 19 of our participants and the following analyses were performed on the remaining 33 participants (18 females).
We obtained the pupil diameters in mm around the time of a key press indicating the moment a chill occurred. One second before and one second after each key press was used as criterion for delineating the time window within which chillrelated pupillary changes were computed and averaged. Such a two seconds window centered on the time of a key press was decided on the basis of previous studies showing that event-related pupillary changes typically begin about one second before a key press, signaling an event, and show a peak within one second after the response (e.g., Einhäuser, Koch, & Carter, 2010) . Pupil diameters of the passive listening condition were also identified within the corresponding time windows (as marked by the active condition's key presses), so as to compare directly the amplitude of chill-related pupil diameters during active and passive listening. Given that we use a range of 2 s around each key press, for a few participants who tended to report a series of chills in a fast sequence (i.e., within a second from one another), there were occasionally overlaps between time windows; in such a case, this time windows were joined together and average pupil diameters were computed over these extended time periods. Preliminary analysis showed no significant sex differences and consequently Sex as a factor was excluded from further analyses.
Participant's mean pupils for every song during chills were determined by aggregating diameters of all fixations (obtained with BeGaze software) that were registered for each combination of Chills (-inducing songs, control songs), Listening condition (active, passive), and Songs (Song1, Song2, Song3). A repeated-measures ANOVA showed that there was a significant main effect of Chills, F(1, 32) = 10.6, p = 0.003. Mean pupils within the selected time windows were larger for the chosen Chills songs (Mean pupil diameter = 3.7 mm, SE = 0.09) than for the control songs (Mean pupil diameter = 3.5 mm, SE = 0.09), indicating that our participants were more reactive to their ''own" songs than those of the other participants. There was a significant interaction between Chills and Listening conditions (active, passive), F(1, 32) = 11.5, p < 0.002. Mean pupils within the selected time windows were larger for the chosen Chills songs in the active (key press) condition compared to all other conditions, as confirmed by post hoc tests. Interestingly, there was no difference in pupil diameter during Chills for the control songs in the active vs. passive listening conditions. Fig. 2 illustrates this interaction. The interaction of Chills and Songs was also significant, F(2, 64) = 5.5, p < 0.007. Mean pupil sizes during Chills were significantly larger for the first and second of the Chills songs compared to all control songs (see Fig. 3 ), but there was no difference for the last played Chills' Song and the control songs, as verified by post hoc tests. This finding seems to be consistent with a decrease in chills' frequency from the first to the last songs, as seen previously.
It is important to show that the pupil diameters registered within our time windows, i.e., at the moment of an intense emotional response, were actually larger than the typical pupil size to the whole song. In other words, we expect pupil size to make visible the presence of chill experiences over and above the typical physiological response to a specific song. Hence we computed the median pupillary sizes of each participant during the active vs. passive conditions. In other words, we used the median pupil size as a baseline reference to which compare the mean amplitude of all chills-related pupillary responses of each individual. Specifically, in a new repeated-measures ANOVA, we compared the mean pupil diameters during Chills versus Baselines (i.e., participants' median pupil sizes during the whole songs) and Listening condition (active, passive) and found a significant main effect of Chills vs. Baseline, F(1, 32) = 7.2, p = 0.011. In addition, there was a main effect of Listening, F(1, 32) = 4.9, p = 0.033, as in the previous analysis, showing that the active condition generated greater pupil responses than the passive condition (see Fig. 4 ). Given that we had specifically hypothesized that the pupil would be larger during Chills compared to listening to the song but not experiencing chills, we performed direct paired t-tests between the pupil diameters for both the active and passive Listening conditions. These confirmed that Chills-related pupils in the active listening were significantly larger than the median pupil diameter or baseline of active listening, t(32) = 2.5, p = 0.02, and this difference was also observed for Chills-related pupils during passive listening compared to its baseline, t(32) = 2.7, p = 0.01. Moreover, pupil diameters during Chills were larger in the active than passive condition, t(32) = 2.1, p = 0.05, as seen also in the previous analysis. There was no significant difference between the median pupil diameters of active and passive listening, t (32) = 1.5, p = 0.13.
Finally, we performed regression analyses on mean pupil sizes of the active versus passive listening conditions of a same song during the corresponding chills-related time windows. If positive, this finding would suggest that a similar physiological state took place, whether an active response was made or not, within the same music-listening time points. The regression analysis revealed that the pupils were indeed positively correlated, R = 0.72 (R 2 = 0.52), p < 0.001 (Fig. 5) .
Eye blinks
The total number of eye blinks during Chills-inducing songs (Mean Sum = 90.4; SE = 9.6) and the control songs (Mean Sum = 94.5; SE = 10.3) were counted for each participant. A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with Chills (-inducing song, control songs) as within-subject factor and Number of Eye Blinks as the dependent variable and no significant difference was found, F(1, 51) = 0.68, p = 0.43. 
Eye movements
Both the saccades' amplitudes (in degrees) and the dispersion of gaze during a fixation (in pixels) were analyzed in two separate analysis of variance with Chills (-inducing song, control songs), Listening conditions (active, passive) and Songs (Song1, 2, 3) . Neither of the analyses on eye movements at the macro (saccades' amplitudes) or micro (dispersion within fixations) levels revealed any difference for any of the factors and their interactions.
APNS scores
A majority of the participants (N = 40) in the study were able to complete, after the testing session, the Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales (ANPS) by Davis and Panksepp (2011) . Two multiple regression analyses were performed between scores in the 7 scales of the ANPS (i.e., SEEK, FEAR, CARE, ANGER, PLAY, SADNESS and SPIRITUALITY) and frequency of chills or pupil size during chills as the dependent variables. Only two scales were significantly related to the above variables: Scores on the ANGER scale were related to the frequency of experiencing chills (slope = À1.43; t = 3.1, p = 0.004, r = 0.47); and scores on the SPIRITUALITY scale were related to pupil dilations during chills (slope = 0.25; t = 4.1, p = 0.01, r = 0.41) (see Fig. 6 ).
Discussion
Pupils mirror chills
We found that the eye pupil diameter mirrors intense responses to music. Participants listened to favorite musical pieces or ''songs" and reported by making key presses the moment they experienced a ''music chill". They had been instructed to look at all times at a blank grey screen while listening with headphones to the various musical pieces: three chosen by the participant and three chosen by another, matched, participant. Specifically, we found evidence that within a selected time window (±1 s around a chill's report), pupils dilated significantly in comparison to the typical pupil diameter that the same participant displayed during listening to the whole song. Importantly, similar significant larger-than-baseline pupil dilations were registered, within the same time points or musical events, when participants made no manual responses, showing that pupillometry can capture spontaneous physiological responses regardless of whether a subjective report is provided (cf. Harrison & Loui, 2014) .
Pupillary responses reflect attention and emotion to music
There were three main reasons for expecting changes in pupil responses in relation to intense responses to music: (1) attentional processing: the pupil is a sensitive measure of the allocation of attentional resources and focusing of consciousness on the experience of music chills are described as moments of intense attentional arousal and affective awareness; (2) emotional/aesthetic processing: the pupillary response is sensitive to emotional engagement and ''arousal" which may both be essential ingredients of the phenomenology of music induced chills; (3) neural/neurophysiological processing: neurophysiological accounts of intense responses to music have specifically implicated neuromodulatory systems of the brain, including the NE-LC system which is known to be implicated in the pupillary response related to attentional effort and emotional arousal, which are both important elements of the music-evoked chills' experience. On the basis of the above premises, we made several specific hypotheses about pupil size in relation to chills: (1) self-chosen songs would evoke more chills than ''control" songs that induces chills in other participants that had chosen them (indeed, perhaps ''chills" are to some extent idiosyncratic, occurring for very different musical genres, pieces, or passages within a piece, according to the individual taste and associations of the listener, but this still requires further evaluations); (2) the pupils would dilate also in a passive listening condition (i.e., when no reports were given) and at about the same time in specific musical pieces when participants would normally report chill-experiences with a key press; and (3) the increases in pupil size would be largest at the moment of experiencing chills than in comparison to the typical or median pupil size for the whole song. The above hypotheses were generally confirmed. 
Chills occur most frequently to chosen music
First of all, chill episodes (i.e., total number of key presses in the active condition) occurred about five times more often to one's ''own" music choices than to those of others ( Figs. 1 and 2 ), despite these control songs had been selected as capable of inducing chills in other participants. The above effects are also consistent with previous findings from other studies (e.g., Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Panksepp, 1995; Salimpoor, Benovoy, Longo, Cooperstock & Zatorre, 2009 ) that found a difference between the number of chills evoked by the subject-selected songs compared to ''control" songs selected by others. In other words, chills substantially reflect a ''relationship" a specific person has developed to a specific piece of music.
However, in the present experiment, some habituation effects or emotional depletions occurred over time, since with repeated listening, there was a significant decrease in reported chills (Fig. 1) ; this effect occurred only across the three selected chill-evoking songs, while the frequency of chills remained at a stable low rate for the control songs. Interestingly, the analysis of pupil size during chills also exhibited a decrease in mean pupil diameter in relation to the listening sequence (Fig. 3) . Indeed, pupillometry research shows that fatigue can cause sustained pupil constriction (Loewenfeld, 1999) . It remains unclear if such a ''fatigue" effect was exacerbated by the rather unusual listening experience in the laboratory setting and/or by the specific demand to focus attention onto the flow of ongoing bodily experiences. It remains unknown whether such habituation effects would occur at the same rate under more natural ecological conditions (e.g., during a live performance or at home).
Chills-related pupil responses occur also during passive listening
Although on average the pupil diameters were larger for chills experienced during active listening than passive listening, both of these were significantly larger than the typical pupil size for a song (Fig. 4) . Moreover, chills-related pupil diameters during active versus passive listening were strongy correlated (Fig. 5) , indicating that participants would experience chills to their own chosen music regardless of whether or not they were specifically requested to dwell on their experiences (i.e., to give or not to give an immediate report). These findings rule out the possibility that larger pupils during chills were artifacts of task demands produced by making a manual response. If preparing and making a manual response were sufficient to have the effects that we measured on the pupil, then pupil sizes should have not been significantly greater than baseline also during the passive listening condition. Moreover, as is evident in Fig. 4 , the pupil responses during chills reported for the control songs were not significantly different from the pupil response in the passive condition for both types of songs (i.e., selfselected or by others). Thus, if a manual response played a significant causal role in pupil dilations during the active condition, this should have been the same whenever reporting chills, whether for their own or the control songs.
In sum, it seems straightforward to interpret the present pattern of pupillary results as a gauge of the intensity level of the chills, which one would expect to be greater for one's own, familiar, songs than for those chosen by others. Thus, we surmise that the active condition amplified the pupillary (dilation) response during chills mainly because the demand to make an immediate report elicited a highly focused attentive state, perhaps also facilitating a conscious ''dwelling" on the feelings (Moresi et al., 2008; Van der Molen et al., 1989) . In addition, it is important to consider that music psychologists have stressed the crucial role played in music enjoyment by expectations or anticipations of the listener while the music unfolds (Jourdain, 1997; Meyer, 1956 ) and one would expect that expectations (''sweet anticipations" according to Huron, 2007) would be more likely to occur for familiar songs. In the pupillometry literature, changes in pupil size have been generally related to both anticipation as well as outcomes of expected/unexpected rewarding events (Jepma & Nieuwenhuis, 2011; Lavín et al., 2014; Nassar et al., 2012) .
Neuro-pupillometry of music
Recent research in neuroscience has linked pupillary dilation to the engagement of the brain's largest norepinephrine system emanating from the locus coeruleus (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Murphy, O'Connell, O'Sullivan, Robertson, & Balsters, 2014) , especially during intense or ''challenging" attentional states (Alnaes et al., 2014; Raizada et al., 2008) . In Kahneman's (1973 Kahneman's ( , 2011 psychological account, the pupil provides a direct index of ''mental effort" and several empirical studies with humans and other animals support the idea that pupil size correlates with cognitive workload (e.g., Alnaes et al., 2014; Hampson et al., 2010; Kahneman & Beatty, 1966) . Specifically, studies that combined single cell recordings of LC-neurons with concurrent measurement of pupil diameter in monkeys have reported a tight correlation between LC-activity and pupil diameter (e.g., Joshi et al., 2016) , suggesting that online pupillary size changes may be used as a proxy, or indicator, of the neuromodulatory activity by the LC-NE system (Costa & Rudebeck, 2016) . Joshi et al. (2016) also found that microstimulating neurons within the LC led to pupillary dilations similar to those shown by the same animal to startle sounds. Moreover, pharmacologically induced increases in LC-NE-activity also result in increased pupillary dilations in humans (Koss, 1986 ). In contrast, lesion studies of the LC in animals show that following bilateral destruction of the locus coeruleus complex (resulting in 85-95% depletion of the whole cortical norepinephrine) fails to induce any change in EEG desynchronization, which suggests that the effects of LC stimulation are consistent not just with a generalized tonic activating system or ''arousal" system, but also with a more specific component of arousal whose most relevant effect might be to increase the signal-to-noise ratio or ''gain" of concurrently active neurons in other parts of the brain (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) . Namely, the LC-NE system might facilitate reconfigurations of neural networks (Sara, 2009 ) by maintaining attentional states associated with goal-driven behavior or by 'interrupting' and 'resetting' neural networks, thus facilitating mental or perceptual shifts (Einhäuser et al., 2008 (Einhäuser et al., , 2010 .
The above is consistent with a neurophysiological model named ''adaptive gain" (by Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) which posits that rapid increases in arousal at a specific point in time (which are mirrored in phasic dilations of the pupil) lead to optimal sensory encoding (e.g., McGinley et al., 2015) . This model has recently being supported also by pupillometry studies with human participants (e.g., Gilzenrat et al., 2010; Jepma & Nieuwenhuis, 2011) . Because phasic LC (and pupil) responses typically occur when detecting task-relevant stimuli rather than task-irrelevant stimuli, the LC-NE system's response can be thought of as a temporally-specific attentional filter that typically selects for the occurrence (i.e., timing) of survivalsignificant events (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) . Thus, the pupil's diameter fluctuations may reflect the LC-NE system's control of neural interactions within a diversity of active survival networks (Kloosterman et al., 2015; Reimer et al., 2014) . Of course, such ancient survival systems can also operate in the midst of safety, even those where aesthetic experiences are the main attraction.
In addition, the locus coeruleus is densely connected to brain areas known to be involved in both attention processing and utility decisions (e.g., Sara, 2009) . The above aspects seem very germane for understanding the neural substrate of the chilling aesthetic experiences. Moreover, the LC-NE system seems to play an important part in memory retention function (Sara, 2009 ) and neuroimaging has revealed significant LC activations during retrieval of emotional information but only when there had already been related increased pupil diameter responses during the learning phase of task (Sterpenich et al., 2006) . Given that music enjoyment is often linked to emotional memories, a link between the chill response and pupil size may also be an indirect marker of retrieval-related activity (Laeng et al., 2007; Papesh, Goldinger, & Hout, 2011; Wu, Laeng, & Magnussen, 2012) .
In light of the above, it is intriguing to note that songs evoking chills were associated with larger pupils compared to the less chills-inducing control songs, but there were no indications that chill-songs increased eye-blinks' rates. This is surprising, since just as for pupil diameter, eye blinks have also been related to cognitive load (Oh et al., 2012) and the occurrence of switches in consciousness (Smilek et al., 2010) . In addition, the eye blink rate has been proposed as a ''proxy" for the level of engagement of the dopamine system (e.g., Carson, 1983; Colzato et al., 2009) , whereas pupil diameter has been used as a proxy for the activation of the norepinephrine system (e.g., Costa & Rudebeck, 2016; Kihara, Takeuchi, Yoshimoto, Kondo, & Kawahara, 2015) . We can speculate, on the basis of the present pattern of findings, that eye blinks may be a less sensitive measure of intense emotional experiences than pupil size, at least in relation to music, albeit perhaps not cognitive activities, as surmised by Siegle, Ichikawa, and Steinhauer (2008) . Of course under certain conditions these processes are fully integrated as suggested by several neuroimaging studies with humans that have observed increased activity during ''peak" musical experiences in brain areas known to be rich in dopaminergic innervation (e.g., Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Salimpoor et al., 2011) . Indeed, perhaps norepinephrine prepares the brain for surprises, while dopamine follows through with goal-directed activities, which may often need to be explicitly inhibited during the enjoyment of cultural, aesthetic experiences, but which may be allowed to ''flow" during more flexible social activities, such as dance and other pro-social activities.
All in all, the significant pupil dilations that we observed during chills best implicate the engagement of the LC-NE, which might have optimized the gain of neural interactions and the functional integrations between diverse neurotransmitter systems (Coull, Büchel, Friston, & Frith, 1999; Usher, Cohen, Servan-Schreiber, Rajkowski, & Aston-Jones, 1999) . In other words, chills-related pupillary dilations may have mirrored the timing of a temporally-specific attentional filter in relation to the unfolding of the music, enhancing focal attention to both the intense musical events and their associated pleasurable feelings. Panksepp and Bernatzky (2002) had specifically suggested a role for increased NE turnover during music listening and proposed that focused music listening is bound to interact with generalized arousal control systems (cf. Huron, 2007) as well as the systems centered on mesolimbic and mesocortical dopamine circuits for diverse investigatory and seeking activities (Ikemoto & Panksepp, 1999) . A study by Bernatzky, Panksepp, Rossi, and Narayanan (1997) found that birds listening to modulated wide-band instrumental music showed, in whole-brain neurochemical analyses, significant elevations in NE levels (%400%) whereas DA levels increased (%200%) to a lower extent.
Contrary to our expectations that when listening to self-selected, chill-inducing, songs there would be lowered body motility including reduced eye movements (i.e., the oculomotor analogue of tension of posture) compared to the control song, we found no evidence that either that eye movements at the macro level (saccades' amplitudes) or micro level (dispersion within a fixation) were different. Many previous descriptive studies of music chills' experiences mentioned stillness (or muscular tension) in various parts of the body or face (e.g., a frozen expression) and a ''chilled" posture would also seem indicative of attentive immersion and deep focus into the internal experience. However, we did not measure bodily postural changes, hence it remains possible that there was decreased restlessness in the body despite the fact that this was not evident for the oculomotor behaviors that were monitored.
Chills and personality
We had hypothesized that specific personality traits would modulate the tendency to experience music chills more/less often or intensively. In the present study, we requested participants to fill out the Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales (ANPS) by Davis and Panksepp (2011) . Among the dimensions probed by ANPS, it was found that the scores on the ''Spirituality" scale were positively related to pupil dilations during chills, whereas the scores on the ''Anger" scale were negatively related to the frequency in experiencing chills. This seems consistent with the idea that the ability to experience chills may reflect a higher social sensitivity and, consequently, higher scores for ''Anger" should be related to being less prone to experiencing chills. Generally, the emotional ''volatility" of individuals may be an index of their autonomic reactivity; this hypothesis could be further investigated by including additional autonomic measures such as those in the study by Salimpoor et al. (2009) . Instead, the fact that scores in the ''Spirituality" scale were related to pupil size during chills would seem to confirm the propensity in some individuals for emotional responses to music to take the form of an ecstatic absorption (Jourdain, 1997) of ''being one" with the music.
Conclusions
Music-induced aesthetic ''chills" can be objectively and quantitatively indexed by pupillary dilations. Participants listened to self-chosen songs versus control songs chosen by other participants. Chills were reported more frequently for self-selected songs than songs chosen by other randomly matched individuals. Pupil diameter was larger within specific time-windows around the chill events, also during 'passive' song listening. Eye-tracking methods registering pupil diameters can be a useful addition to psychological and neuroscience studies of music by revealing moment-to-moment changes in the size of pupillary responses to musical listening. A neuromodulatory role of the central norepinephrine system is likely to be implicated in the experience of music chills.
